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-ABSTRACT 
In recent years, severa l aspheric: front surface 
contact lenses have been introduced for the apparent 
purpose of reducing spherical aberration and thereby 
increasing visual acuity. In order to theoretically 
determine if and when the lenses may be of.value, the 
authors calculated the amount of spherical aberration 
in various spherical contact lenses . They then 
discussed several theoretical considerations involving 
the effects of spherical aberration on the visual 
system. Based on these considerations and calculations 
of spherical aberration, recommendations concerning 
the use of front surface aspheric lenses are made . 
ii 
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A Quantitative D etermination of Sph erical Ab erration 
in Sph erical Contact Lens e s  
Spherical Aberration i s  defin ed a s  th e "phe nomenon 
wh erein rays pas sing through diff erent zon e s  o:f a lens 
. . 1 come to differ ent foci." 
FIGURE 1 
.-
Focus for marginal 
_r-Focus for paraxial 
A ---�I 
Pos i tive Spherical Ab errat ion is 
repr e s ented by di stance "A" and � s  giv en 
a positiv e s ign. 
Theoretically, . contact .len s e s  show larg er amounts 
of �phe�ical aberration than spec tacle len s e s  b ecau s e 
of their more highly curved s urf'ace s. In recent years, 
s everal front surface a s pheric contact lens d e signs have 
b e en introduced for th e apparen t purpos e  of reducing 
1 
rays 
rays 
-..... 
spherical aberration and t hereby increasing visual acuity 
for the contact lens wearer. 
The objective of this research paper is to 
quanti.tatively determine (using analyti cal ray tracin g ) 
the amount of spherical aberration ( SA ) in a wide range 
of spherical contact lenses in air and on the eye. As 
a resul t of these calculations, recommendations can 
be made as to theoretically when front surface aspheric 
contact lenses sh ould be the lens of choice based 
primarily on considerations of spherical aberration. 
The final judgment of selec t�ng an aspheric lens design 
must be based on clinical knowledge involving several 
areas (ex � residual asti gmatism ) , however, it is felt 
that the recommendation-:; \vi11 aid the practitioner in 
making his initial lens selection. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Since a contact lens replaces the cornea as the 
majo�refracting surface of the eye, it is essential 
that we underst and the spherical aberration of the 
naked eye , before evaluating the effec t s  of aberrations 
created by contact lenses, 'Measurements of spherical 
aberration of the eye have been many and varie(l. 
However, most of the literature reveals that the 
2 
�. 
-. 
-unaccommodated eye suffers from positive spherical 
aberration (PSA). Jenkins found approximately +l.OD 
PS f 4. ·1 2 of A or a mm pupi • He further noted that the 
cornea was responsible for about +0.60D of thi.s PSA. 
As the eye accommodates, the PSA is reduced to "0" 
or perhaps negative spherical aberration when accommo-
dation reaches +l.00 to +1.50. (The figures given 
represent means derived from Jenkins work.) 
In 1969 Millodot determined visual acQity on four 
ametropic subjects under various conditions of lruni.nance 
while wearing 1) contact lenses·and 2)  spectacle lenses.3 
His conclusions were that under low illwnination conditions 
and increased pu pil size, subjects had poorer acuity 
while wearing contact l·3nses than whiie wearing spectacles. 
H� further concluded that this was most likely the 
result of increased spherical aberration with contact 
lenses.· 
In 1974, Kerns publishNl the results of his work 
(20 eyes}- with a f'ront surface. aspheric contact lens.
4 
He found an average improvement of 6.54% (Snell�Sterling) 
in acuity when spherical lenses were replaced with 
asphBric lenses. Kerns suggested that the improvement 
was most probably the result of decreasBd spheri�al 
aberration with the .. aspheric contact 1 ens es sine e 
residual astigmatism was unaltered with either .type 
J 
.. 
-of" contact lens . 
Tabb de signed a front surface asphe ric lens to 
alter the effects of spherical aber;r>ation and improve 
acuity :in certain individuals manifesting residual 
astigmatism . 5 He found, as did Kerns, that while 
acuity improved with the lens, the actual amo1mt of 
,residual as tigma. t:i.srn. remained unchanged . Therefore, 
Tabb feels this is evidence that the aspheric lens 
improves acuity by a.l tering the amount of spherical 
aberrati0� in the contact lens . 
In 1961, Westheimer published a study in which 
he ob jectively analyzed the optical aberrations of 
a sphe rical contact lens.6 He concluded that only 
two aberrations were important: 1 )  Chromatic and 
.  
2)  Spherical. The off-axis aberrations ( coma, 
marginal astigmatism, and curvature of field)· whi ch 
�re of prime importance with specta c le lenses, may 
be discounted with contact lenses becau se the lens 
remains relatively well  centered on the co rnea . In 
his paper, Westheimer presents four examples to show 
spherical aberration produGed by contact lenses in 
air. 
�· 
4 
-TABLE 1 
Lens 
l 
2 
3 
Back Vertex 
Power 
--·---
-10.44 D 
-6.32 D 
+f�.31. D 
+13.16 D 
.§.E..9.e.r�=b_Cl.al Abe_:r._:i;:�tion 
for � 6mm Pu£il 
-2.05 D (negative 
spherical aberra t:ion ) 
-1.25 D 
+.97 D ( posi tive 
spherical aberration ) 
+J .09 D 
More rec�::1tJ.y: Woo and Sivak have a ttempted to' 
m�asure (not calculate ) spherical aberratioh 6r the 
contact lens-eye system. 7 In taking direc t measurements 
of the eye itself, with a firm lens, and with a sof t 
lens, they found all three cases to manifest 
approxima tely +0.60 D of spherical aberration. While 
their results are certainly of in terest� the authors 
feel that further work is required to determine the 
effect of the contact le ns itself, before examining 
the entire lens-eye system. 
RELl<�VANCY 
Since the early l9001s, optical des i gners have 
worked to reduce optical aberrations in spectacle 
lenses. The major effort has· been. in the area of 
marginal ast:i�ma tism a_nd curvature of' field. This 
research has resuj_-:;ed in corrected curve lenses which 
generally·reduce these aberrations to 0.12 D or 9.25 D. 
5 
-Spherical aberration and coma remain less than 0.12 D 
for Physiologically normal.pupils with low Rx 
8 corrected curve spectacles .  
While the literature provides numerous articles 
discussing corrected curve spectacle lenses, very little 
is written (with the exception of Westheimer ) concerning 
the guan..!.!.ll£§1.ti2.!2 of aberrations in contact lenses. 
The following comparison demonstrates the need for 
further work on the op tical aberrations in eontact 
lenses. 
TABLE 2 
Spheri cal Aberration in D�opters 
Spectac � in Air 
+10. 00 D 
-10.00 D 
Contact Lens in Air 
+10.00 D 
-10.00 D 
· .6mm Pupil 
- • 019 D 
-.063 .D 
+2 . JJ D 
-2.12 D 
Recalling that corrected curve spectacle 
lenses reduce off-axis aberrations to less tban o·. 25D, 
it appears that theoretically' the contact lens in air 
places a poor second to spectacles as far as certain 
optical aberrations are concerned . 
6 
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-METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The most exact method for determining the amount 
of spherical aberration in a lens is to perform an 
analytical ray tracing through the len.s. A marginal 
ray may be traced until it intersects the optical 
axis. This intersection may then be compared to 
the focus of th� parax�al rays ( which may be determ�ned 
by more conventional methods ) . The difference between 
the intersectim1s of the two rays is the spherical 
aberration of that lens, for that size eutrance 
pupil. Numerous methods of quantifying spherical 
aberration are available. Perhaps the most precise 
is angtilar aberration, then lateral aberration and 
lastly longitudinal aberration. 9 However, in order 
to remain consistent with the literature, the authors 
will use diopters of' spherical aberration. This will 
adequately express the difference in vergence between 
the marginal and paraxial rays. The following 
derivation is presented to acquaint the reader with 
this method of analyticai ray tracing. 1 
7 
.. 
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N, 
FIGURE NUMBER 3 
'- z. 
Surface #1 
Notation: Subscript 1 refers to the ray be�ore refraction 
at surface #1. 
Subscrip t 2 refers to i t  af ter refraction by surface #1. 
Similarly, Subscripts 3 and 4 are concerned with before and 
af ter .refraction at surface #2. 
L1 is negative 
L2 is positive 
R1 and R2 are positiv� 
U 1 is negative (i t  is turned counter·· 
clockwise from the axis. ) 
Applying the law of sines to triangle �o1 T1 c1 
= L1 - R1 -
Sih u1 Sin (180 - E1 ) 
Since sin (180 - E ) = sin E 1 1 
R1 = L - R1 1 �-·�·-
s:i.,n u, Sin E 
1 J 
) \ ... J 
8 
-1. 
2 .  
Applyin� Snell ' s law 
N1 sin E1 = N2 sin E2 
sin E2 = N1 
sin u1 
In trlarigle o1 T1 I1, the sum of al l interior angles 
is 180°  
- U 1 + 
(180 -E1) + E2 + u2 
E2 
+ u2 
= E1 + u, 
J. u2 = E.I + u, - E . 2 
Applying the law of' sines 
= 
R1 sin R .. J2 = 
4 .  
. 
5. L2 - center thickness = LJ 
of .lens 
9 
= 180° 
to trLang1.e T 1 I 1 
c1 
-FIGURE NUMBER 4 
N, 
-----=.._ ._ ' ·--- -
Surface #2 
NOTES: Point 02 was I1 
UJ is u2 
l. sin EJ = (LJ - R2) 
_, __ _ _ .  -· · 
R2 
2. sin E4 · - N2 sin EJ 
NJ 
J. u4 = EJ + u3- E4 
- ---- -- -
sin UJ 
4. L4 = R2 ( sin E4 + sin u4) 
s. 
sj.n u4 
Marginal Power - �· 
Margina.l_Power 
r�- , , ! 
L 4 
Paraxial.Po�e� - Spherical Aberration 
( in diopters ) 
Whlle the majority of calculations for SA will be made by using the comp_uter ( the progr>-�m is :in appendix 1) an P..Xample computation for a se:Lected lens in air is included. 
- - 10 
-_ ... 
BVP 
L = 1 
R1 
= 
R2 
= 
BC =r 
u1 
sin 
1. 
sin 
sin 
2. 
sin 
J. 
= -10.00 D 
-6 . o  meters 
. 0088949 m 
.0075 m 
45.00 D 
= -.0286 0 
u1 
= 
.1st 
E . -f -
E
1 
-
E .I 
--
sin 
E2 -
E ::.:  2 
.0005 
Surface 
L
1
- R
1 
_, ....... _._« ___ 
R ., 
.JJ7 
19. 736° 
E
2 
= 
N" 1 
N
2 
.226 
lJ.080° 
E + U 
1 1 
u = 6.627° 2 
sj_n 
E 2 
sin U - 115 2 • . . . 
4. -= R1 ( ;.�_i_n Ei:> ... 
__ . .,. _  ::;,. 
L.?. 
= .0264 m 
5. 
11 
CT = .00012 m 
N
1 = 1.0 
N2 = 1 . 49 
Pupil size = 6 mm 
NJ 
= 1.0 (lens in air) 
�in u1 
E1 
2n<;l __ Surfa� 
l. sin E3 
= (L3 
- R
2 )  sin U3 
-----
R2 
sin E · = 3 .288 
E3 = 16.805° 
2. sin E4· = N2 sin E3 
·N 
3 
sin E4 = .430 
E4 = 2.5. 4-49 ° 
3. U4 
= E3 + U3 - E4 
U4 = -2.078 
0. 
sinu4 = -.036 
4. L4 = R2 (sin E4 
+ s:in U4) 
sin U4 
L4 - -.0814m 
5. �� = -12.287D power of marginal ray 
L 4 
-12.287 � (-10.167) * = -2.12 D of Spherical aberration 
* 
Note: While the back vertex power of the lens is given as 
-10.0 D, the object ___ distance is only 6 meters (not infinity), 
the vergence of the paraxial rays are adjusted accordingly. 
-
12 
-While analytical ray tracing is not difficult, it is 
most certainly time consuming, tedious and repetitive work. 
The autho:r-s designed their O\'m computerized ray tracing 
program· in order to provide maximum flexibility and 
adequ�te amounts of data for analysis� 
Since .our research was designed to verify and expand 
on the work done by Westheimer, it was decided to 
±nitially evaluate the spherical aberration of a contact 
lens in air. In this way we can compare our data to his, 
as well as compare a contact lens to a spectacle lens. 
The second phase of our work will then deal with the 
contact lens on the eye. Referring to o�r derivation, the 
only change this en tails is j_n evaluating the second 
surface, N3 changes from �ir (N= 1.00) to tears 
(N= 1.3357). This single change results in a 68.5% 
reduction in the refractive power o:f the second surface. 
After calculating the amount of spherical aberration 
in a variety of lenses, it is still necessary to fj.nd 
criteria for determining "what is an acceptable amount 
of spherical aberration?" There are several possible 
sqj_utions. One answer would be to require contact lens 
opt�cs t� be �s good as spect�cle len� optics and not to 
allow. aberrations to :Lv::reas�· beyond o. 25 D. 8 If t;be 
spherical contacit lens� could not meet these criteria 
it should be replaced with an aspheric lens which does. 
J_J 
' . 
. .  
I 
-
Another possible approach was suggested in Conrady's 
book entitled Applied Optics and Optical Design. 9 He 
describes spherical aberration as the result of optical 
path length (OPL) diff��ences between marginal and 
p�raxial rays. Using this as an assumpt ion two.· 
questions arise: 
1) Ho� large can an OPL difference become without 
causing a serious loss of image quality? 
2) What amount of spherical aberration corresponds 
to this permissable variation in OPL? 
An answer to the first question was proposed by 
Lord Rayleigh in 18 78.  His calculation& showed that t he 
OPL difference should not exceed {- wave1eugth. In 
Rayleigh's own words "This rule is convenient on account 
of its simplicity and it is sufficiently accurate in view 
of the necessary uncertainty as to what exactly is ineant 
by resolutioI.L. 11
0 In systems that are only effected by 
primar� spherical aberration this criterion is 
modified to some extent. Based on analysis involving 
wa:ve optics, the Rayleigh Criterion for primary 
spherical aberration is one wavelength. While. the Hayleigh 
Crite�ion_.�ay seem outdated (1878) it has wi�hstood 
the test of time. It correlates well with the Strehl 
19 
Toleranc�s found in many modern optical design books. 
14 
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In answering question number two, t he relationship 
derived by Conrady wherein he relates OPL difference 
directly to spherical aberration will be used.
9 
Permissable aberration (meters ) = 
( Notations as used in derivation ) 
4 wavelengths 
NJ Sin 2 u4 
The actual image formed by a system suffering from 
spber�cal aberration consists of a bright central area 
( spurious disc ) , surrounded by a blur disc • .  C�lculatio ns 
show that the actual siz€ of t he spurious disc does not 
increase until spherical aberration exceeds two times 
tlle Rayleigh Limit . However, visual acuf ty is not only 
affected by the amount of image blur, but also by the 
relative contrast of the image. The table shown below 
gives the distributicn of possible image forming light 
at various multiples. of the Rayleigh limit. 
Distribution of Light 
No 
Spherical Aber ra t ion 
Central Image 
.-
85% 
Blur Disc 15% 
RL 
One 
RL 
68% 
32% 
= Rayleigh 
Two 
RL 
J4% 
66% 
Limit. 
Three 
RL 
25% 
75% 
The light not in the central disc is scattered over a wide 
surrounding area. 
15 
Ba�ed on considera�ions of image blur and relative 
contras� the authors have established three times the 
Rayleigh limit as the maximum acceptable amount of OPL 
difference. When spherical aberration exceeds t his 
amount, a. properly designed front surface aspheric lens 
would be recommended to improve image contrast _and quality. 
t 
A third possible criterion :for determining an acceptable 
amount of spherical aberration for a contact lens is to 
compare it with the amount manifested by the· naked eye. 
When the contact lens shows significantly more sphe ric<;i.l 
aberration than the naked eye , it may be anticipated 
that the lens will hav.e an adverse effect on the visual 
system. 
In determining the allowable amount of spherical 
aberration all three cri�eria may be theoretically 
applied to the results Of the analytical ray tracing. 
The final procedure to be outlined is t he selection 
of lenses t o  be tested and the conditions under which 
they will be evaluated. To make the results as complete 
as possible t he analysis will extend from +l5D to -15D 
at l.OD �nte�vals. Spherical aberration will be 
- calculated for pupils of 2mm, 4mm, and 6mm diameter.. It 
is assumed that the lens will be fit "on K" . Using 
Sorsby's data, base curves will be Karied approximately 
two standard deviations on each side of his mean 
16 
1 1 
corneal power. The base curves used. in the. calculations 
will be 39,00, 42.00, 45.00 and 48.00 Diopters. For each 
base curve a spherical aberration will be calculated for 
t he three pupil diameters, and Jl lens powers. The 
calculations will be made for object points at distances 
of six meters and 40 centimeters. Anterior lens radius 
will be determined using the thick lens formula, while 
standard lens thicknesses will be used for an 8.5 mm 
1 !.i- ( 
) diameter lens. See Appendix II As stated 
previously, phase I will consist of a contact lens in 
air (N
3 
=1.0
) and phase II will be for a contact lens on 
the eye (N3 = l.JJ�7 tears ) . 
RESULTS 
Calculations were performed using the method and 
parameters specified for phase I and II. 
PHASE I 
The following example data are provided to show the 
bo mplete results for a -10.00 D lens in air. 
Phase·I -10.00 Di bpter l�ns in air 
Object distance 6 meters 
Spherical Aberration 
Base curve 2mm pupil 4mm :Eup:il 6min pu pil 
39 -.152 i+) -.628 1=l -1.519 I� l 42 -:.176 +) -.7J6 -1.802 45 - . 20 3 :� -.854 � -2.120 48 .-.232 -.982 -2.476 
17 
·, 
--
Object distance . 4 meters 
Base Curve 4mm pupil 
-. 685 l ... ) 39 
42 
45 
48 
-. 798 -1) 
-. 922 - ) 
-1. 06 - ) 
= meets Rayle�gh Criterion 
= fails Rayleigh Criterion 
Data such as this were calculated for each lens power fro� 
+l� to -15 Diopters, for the lens in air, and for the lens 
with its second �urface in tears. 
The analysis of the· data from phase I (contact lens 
in air) showed the same large amounts of spherical aberration 
which were folllld by Westheimer. Since the data for 40 cm 
are very similar to that of 6 meters, only the 6 meter data 
are-,displayed on graph 1. It .should be noted tha t a plus 
lens in air displays positive spherical aberration while a 
minus lens in air displays negative spherical aberration. 
For a plano lens with approximately equal refractive power 
at both surfaces, th� positive and negative spherical 
aberrations cancel each other, and the net result is 
zero spherical aberrati on� 
· The results of phase one are notable bect:i.use they are 
consistent with Westheimer' s data indicating that his 
results are repeatable using our method. 
18 
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-GRAPHS 
These graphs form an integral part of the research 
paper and ·their relationships should be studied carefully. 
(All graphs are for a 6 meter obje�t distance. ) 
PHASE I ( Graph 1) 
Spherical aberration in diopters for a lens in air is 
plotted as a function of back vertex lens power in diopters. 
For a given pupil size and base curve this relationship is 
approximately linea:r. The graphs show that sphericai 
aberration increases with 1) Lens powe� ( positive or 
negative ) 2) Pupil size arid J) steeper Bas� Curves 
19 
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-PHASE II 
Phase two of the research presents a more realistic 
approach to the problem. The contact lens will be evaluated 
with its second surf�ce in tears rather than in air. 
Without a contact lens, the cornea bas an aspheric 
surface wbich reduces spherical aberration. However, when 
a contact lens is applied to the eye, the lens not only 
has a spherical front surface, but the spherical back 
surface results in the front of the tear lens being 
spherical. Therefore it is necessary to determine the 
spherical aberration of each element, not just the lens 
itself. Just as the clinician combines the power of 
the lens in air with the power of the te�r lens, it is 
necessary to combine the SA of the lens with that of 
the tear lens. However, rather than doing two sets of 
calculations, phase I I  allows us to determine the 
appro:rci·mate aberration of the C/L t ear system by 
replacing NJ 
= 1.00 with NJ = l.JJ57. 
The phase II data displayed on graph 2 show that all 
lenses analyzed suffered from positive spherical aberration. 
This is logical because the contact lens is replacing the 
corneal surface, and therefor� it must act as a plus lens. 
After· examining the graphs most c/L clinicians will be left 
with a single question: "How can the majority of my c/L 
21 
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-patients exhibit good acuity if their lenses manifest 
such large amounts of spherical aberration? " 
PHASE I I  (Graph.2 ) 
Spherical aberration in d�opters for a lens on tears 
is plotted as a function of back vertex lens power in 
diopters. With the second surface of the lens �n tears, 
the majo�ity of the refractive power is at the front 
surface. Under these conditions� all of the lerises 
tested acted as plus lenses, and all displayed po·si tive 
spherical aberration. In addition, as t�e front surface 
curvature steepens, the spherical aberration of the lens 
increase s. The graph clearly shows that "spherical 
aberrc;ttion becomes increasingly important with increasing 
plus power or decreasing minus power. 
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GHAPH 2 
Spheri c al Aberration for a Lens 
on the Eye 
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-DISCUSSION 
Perhaps a more definitive qu.estion should be "What effect 
does spherical aberration have on acuity and contrast 
sensitivity?" This question can be answered in two ways. 
,First, if we rely on Jenkins' data that the eye suffers 
from 1.0 D of positive spherical aberration ( PSA ) , 
(of which 0.6 D of PSA is �ttributable to the cornea ) the 
fact that this eye still maintains 20/15 acuit� indicates 
that this amount of spherical aberration hhs little effect 
on acuity. Van Heel performed a study in which this 1.0 D 
of PSA was corrected with specially designed spectacle 
15 
lenses. The results indicated theve was no apparent 
insrease in acuity or contrast sensitivity. ( It should 
be noted that the subjects required an adaptation period 
in order to use the corrected spectacles. ) Based on this 
work it would be expected that acuity or contrast 
sensitivity would not be affected until the spherical 
aberration of a contact lens significantly exceeded the 
+0.6 D of PSA manifested by the cornea itself. 
Secondly as shown on graph #2, as a lens decreases in 
minus or increases in plus, the spherical aberration of the 
lens in �reases significantly for large pupils. However, 
acmity does not appear to be degraded at a rate comparable 
to the increase in spherical aberration. Since spherical 
24 
-aberration is the result of marginal rays, it has been 
postulated that the Stiles Crawford Effect Number One 
results· in the ·eyes reduced sensitivity to the marginal 
aberrated rays. 
The Stiles Crawford (sc) effect accounts for the 
difference in stimulus effectiveness (brightness) of 
two pencils of light incident on the cornea, one passing 
through the center of the .pupil and the other passing 
through an eccentric portion of the pupil. Unqer photopic 
conditions the ray passing through the center of the pupil 
is more effective in eliciting a brightness response than 
the marginal ray. The following table shows the 
effectiveness of various rays as they enter the pupil. 
(Based on a central ray having the effectiveness of one.)
16 
Pupil Diameter (mm) 
2 
4 
6 
Effectiveness of Outermost Ray 
.917 
.69 2 
.397 
Therefore the marginal rays which undergo spherical 
aber;ation are less effective i� stimulating the retinal 
cones than the central rays. Th-is obviously reduces the 
effect of spherical aberration . 
Another outgrowth of the Stiles Crawford effect is 
25 
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that it reduces the "effective pupillary aperature.11
1 6 
Even though the pupil may measure 4mm in diameter, the SC 
effect reduces its " effective diameter." This then gives 
rise to a ·"Pinhole Effect. " Disregarding the effects of 
diffraction, this smalle� "effective pupil" would reduce 
the size of the blur circle and improve acuity. 
' 
Based on these two interrelated phenomena, the SC 
effect no doubt plays a lar ge .role in reducing the 
effectiveness of spherical aberration . However, it appears 
that the SC effect occurs only under photopic conditions, 
therefore its advantages would disappear under scotopic 
d•t• 
1 6  
con i ions. 
In addition to this effect, other types of neurological 
filtering may occur. This may take the form of blur 
interpretation or contrast enhancement which further 
reduces the effect of spherical aberration -0n visual 
acuity. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Spherical aberration has several effects on the visual 
system. At low and moderate leVels it results in reduced 
image contrast. At higher levels it can theoretica.lly 
cause bluring 0£ the retinal image • 
. _ 
-The authors believe that low amounts of' spherical 
aberration have relative ly little effec t on the visual system. 
For moderate amounts of spherical aberration, (greater than 
J times the Rayleigh Limit ) we believe most individuals 
w ould note a decrease in image contrast or acuity when 
measured .under conditions . of reduced luminance. 
. . 
The following three recommendations, as to when a front 
surface aspheric lens. woul� �e of.benefit to a patient, 
apply when spherical aberration is the oriJ_y aberl.�ation 
under consi.dera ti on. 
The recommendations are based on the authors' 
calculation� and certain theoretical considerations. 
( See Appendix III for amplification. ) 
1. For a two millimeter pupil, spherical aberration 
is not expected to adversly effect vision. (At th is pupil 
size, three t±mes the Rayleigh limit is equivalent to 
5.29 D of spherical aberration. ) 
2. For a four millimeter pupil, spherical aberration 
greater than 1.25 D (J time s the Rayleigh limit ) is 
considered-excessive. 
3. For a six millimeter pupil, spherical aberration 
is corisidered excessive for all lens powers tested. (At 
this pupil size three tinws the') Rayleigh lirni t is only 
· o.48 D of sph�rical aberra tion . )  
In applying the Rayleigh limit or Strehl Tolerances 
to spherical aberration, it is very difficult to convey 
an intuitive feeli.ng for .the effect of the a�erration. 
One possib�e method is to•compare the tolerarice fo� spherical 
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aberration with the tol eranc e for a bett er known aberration 
such as uncorrect ed astigmatism . The St rehl Tol e ranc e for 
spherical  ab erration is . 94 wavel engths ( Optical path differenc e ) 
whil e the tol eranc e for astigmat ism is only . 35 wavel engths .1 9 
Therefore with comparabl e path l ength diff erenc es , astigmatism 
is 2 . 7 times as dest ruc tive o:f the image quality as spheri cal 
t 
ab erration . Our suggest ed tol eranc e :for spheri cal ab erration 
'Was three times the Rayl ei_gh . limit or about 1 . 25 D for a 
4mm pupil . A comparabl e limit for a $ t i gxnat :L. 3 :n _ _  �vould be  
only 0 . 50 D ( 0 . 465 D ) .  All clinicians realize that a 
given amount 0 £'  astigmatism may have significantly d i f ferent 
effe cts on the vision of s e l ect ed individuals .  There is 
no reason t o  believe that the effe cts of spherical 
aberration on vision are any more predi c tabl e than. the 
effe cts of astigmatism . 
In light of the theoretical relationship betw e en 
spherical abe rration and uncorrec t ed ast igmatism, the 
autho rs b elieve a fourth re commendation con c erning the 
us e o:f f ront surface asphe ric contact l enses for eye s  
mani. f e s tt1:tg re s i dual astigmat1sm may also b e  o f  value 
to the prac titioner. 
· ?+ .  Wh en residual astigmatism results in dec reased 
visual acuity, the practi t :i.oner may impro·ve t h e  op ti•::s 
o:f th e overa:t,l , syst em by reducing spherical aberration . 
It is assumed tba t  the overall effe ct of . these  two 
-aberra t io,1 s  aJ' \� addi tive in na "ture . The rel a tionshl p 
b e t we en thes e  two abe rrations, as sugges ted previously, is 
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· not one t o  o n fl . If a patient showed 0. 75 D o.f res idual 
as tigmat:L sm, it would be ne ces s ary to reduce hi s spheri cal 
aberration by almo s t  2 , 0 ') D .  ( if he manifested that amount ) 
. in order t o  theoretic ally fully c omp en s a t e  the · optical system. 
Whi le the �uthors concede that the majority df their 
work is theoretical , it is felt that if our recommendations 
are followe.d , and properly' des igned front surface aspheri c 
lenses are fit, the.n the majority of these patients wi ll 
appreciate brighter and clearer imagery than that available 
with a c omparable spherical contact lens . 
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-AP PENDIX I ·  
J O  
9 0  LET N1=1 
91 LET N2•1 . 49 
92 LE'r N8=1 . J357 (NJ • 1 . 00 for air) 
100 DIM U1 ( J , 2) ,I#( 3, 1 ) ,Bl ( J ,  1 ) ,B2( J,  1 ) ,BJ( J,  1) ,B4( ) , 1) 
101 DIM B5( J , 1) ,B7( J ; 1 ) ,B8( J , 1 ) ,B9( 3 , 1) ,T( J1) 
1 10 MAT. Bl •  ZER 
. 
120 MAT B2 = ZER 
1 30 MAT BJ = ZER 
140 MAT B4 - ZER 
•150 MAT B5 = ZER 
1 6o  MAT B7 :::: ZER 
1 61 MAT B8 • ZER 
1 62 MAT B9 = ZER 
1 65 MAT U1 = ZER 
1 70 LET U1 1 , 1 ) = -1 . 6667E-4 
180 LET U1 2 , 1 )  .,, •J. JJ3JE-4 
190 LET. Ul J , 1l • -. 0005 
200 LET Ul 1 , 2  • -2 .4999E-4 
210 LEI' Ul 2 , 2 • -4.9999E-4 
220 LET U1 3, 2 • -7.4998li-4 
225 FOR M = 1 TO )1 
2)0 READ T( M) 
240 NEXT M 
· 300 FOR Pm -15 TQ; 15 
)10 LET X = X + 1 
320 FOR Li = -6 TO -.4 STEP 5 . 6  
JJO IF 11 • -6 GOTO 345 
335 IF L1 = -.4 GOTO 355 
340 GOTO 36o 
345 LET Z•1 
350 GOTO )6o 
355 IEr. z-2 
360 FOR A=-39 TO -48 STEP -3 
370 LE.T R1=.49/( ( P-( 1 .45185*A) ) /( 1+( ( T(X)fN2) *(P-( 1 .45185*A) ) ) ) )  
380 FOR C= 1 TO 3 
390 GOSUB 1.500 
400 NEXT C 
410 .PRINT 1/P , " I#  .. , L4( 1) ,14( 2) , 14( 3) 
420 PRINT P , ''LAP0 , B1 ( 1) , B1 ( 2) ,Bl ( J) 
�JO PRINT 11 , "ANGULIR" ,B2(1) , B2 (2) ,B2 ( J) 
440 PRINT A /' B1 -P" ,B4( 1 ) ,B4(2) ,B4( 3) 
450 PRI NT Rl ,r:'PLA" ,B3( 1 )  ,BJ( 2) ,R3( 3) 
460 PRINT X, " 14- 1/P" ,B.5( 1 ) ,B,5(2) ,B.5( 3) 
470 PRINT' T(X) , "RAY l. L.SA" , B7( 1 ) ,B7(2) ,B7( J) 
471 PRINT . 3375/( -A) , ''TRANS" ,B8( 1 )  ,B8( 2) ,BB( J) 
472 PRINT " " .· 
473 PRINT '' " 
475 NEXT A 
480 NEXT 11 
490 NEXT P 
-APPE�DIX I ( Continued )  
Jl 
620 DATA . 00012 , . 00012 , .00012 , . 0001 2 ,  .00012 , . 00012 ,  .00012 
6)0 DATA .00012, .00012,  .00012 , .00012 , .0001),  .00017,  000019 
64o DATA .00020 , . 00021 , .00021 , .0002), .00025 , . OOOJO ,  .00032 
650 DATA .00034, .00037 , .00040 , .ooo42 , .00044, .ooo47 , .00049 
66o DATA .00051 , . 000,54, .00056 
700 END 
1500 LET J ... ( (L1-R1 ) /R1)*(8IN(U1 (C ,Z) )  
1510 LET K = (N1/N2) *J 
1.520 LET E1 a A�N(.r/(SQR( 1-J*J ) ) ) 
. 1 .530 LET E2 • ATN(K/(SQR( 1-K*K) ) )  
1 ,540  Li'f. U2 = El + (U1(C ,Z) ) -E2 
,15.50 LET L2 == R1*(K:+SIN(U2) )/SIN( U2) . 
1 .56o LET' LJ • 12 - T(X) 
1.570 LET. J1 = ( ( LJ-( .J375/(-A) ) )/( . JJ75/( -A) ) )*SIN(U2) 
1580 LET. Ki ""' (NJ/N2) *J1 . · 
1590 LET EJ � ATN(J�/(SQR( 1 -J1*J1) ) )  
16oO LET E4 a ATN(K1/(SQR( 1 -K1*K1 ) ) )  
1 610 LET· u3 • EJ + U2 - E4 
1 620 LET l.l}(C) ... ( ( -. 337.5/A) *(Kl+SIN(UJ) ) )'/SINi(UJ) 
16JO lEl' B1(C ) • NJ/L4(C) 
1 631 LET. PJ = ( •. 49/Rl)+(-. 1,543/(-. 3375/A) )*( (T(X) /N2)*( ( .49/Rl ) *( e49/R1) ) )  
1 6)2 LET P4 • ( 1/11) + PJ · · · 
1 633 LET QJ ... N3/P4 
1 634 LET B.5(0) • L4(C) - QJ 
1635 LEI' B6 • COS(U3) *B5(C)*'l'AN(U#)/Q3 
1 640 LET B2 Cl •(ATN(B6/(SQR( 1 -B6*B6) ) ) )*( 180/).141.59) 
16.50 LET BJ C • (4*.5. 5.5E-7)/(NJ*(SIN(UJ) *SIN(U3) ) )  
1 66o LEI' B4 C = B1(C) - P4 
1 670 LET B7 C = ABS(BJ(C) ) - ABS(B5(C) ) 
1 671 LET B8 C) • B5(C) * TAN(UJ) 
1672 RETURN 
APPENDIX II 
THICKNES S  CHART FOR 8 . 5mm Lens 
LENS POWER PLUS LENS THICKNES S MINUS LENS THICKNES S  
(D ) ( MM) ( MM ) 
0 . 2 1 . 21 • 
1 • 21 . 20  
2 � 2 J  . 19 
J . 24 . 1 7  
4 . JO . 1 3  
5 . 3 2  . 1 2 
6 . 3 4 . 1 2 
7 .37 . 12 
8 . 40 . 12 
9 . 42 . 12 
1 0  . 44 . 1 2 
1 1 . h7 . 1 2 
1 2  . 49 . 12 
1 3 . 5 1 . 12 
1 4  . 54 . 12 
1 5  . 5 6  . 12 
.. 
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App endix III 
L 
As pheri c Lens e s  
Th e authors have_ limi t e d  th eir remarks t o  :front s urface 
aspherio len s e s .  Chang e s  i!:l the _ _front surfac_e ci.re 
opti�ally over three times as effective as e qual chang e s  
i n  the back surfac e , and hav e n o  adver s e  effects on the 
f i tting relationshi p. 
Curren tly w e  are _ awar� of two typ e s  of front s urfac e 
a s ph eric l en s e s .  Th e Panafocal and the RAU lens . The 
Panafocal lens functions in a s traigh t  forward manner by 
fla t t ening (d ecreasing in plus ) iii t h e  an t erior p e riph ery 
and th ereby co mp ensating :for positive spherical aberra ti on. 
" 
Th e RAU lens i s  b elieve d to functi on in a different 
mann er. This lens s te -2 p ens ( incr eas e s  in p lys ) _ in th e 
periphery . I t  is th e author s ' _con t ention that this 
increa s e d  plus in the p e riphery adds to the S. A .  a l ready 
pre s en t  and combin e s  wi th t h e  S tile s  Crawford effect to 
f urth er reduce the effec t iv en e s s of marginal ab errated 
rays .  This d e s ign also s erve s  t o  in crea s e  th e pinhol e  
eff e c� of t h e  lens th ereby improving acuity , .  und e r  
-
condi tions of high illumination, o.r high co ntra s t . Th e 
increas ed minus pre scrib ed with the lens s erv e s  to center 
-- th e spurious di sc (di sc o� leas t c onfusion ) on the retina . 
JJ 
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